ORDER YOUR PET’S MEDICATIONS ON-LINE
VIA THE BEST FRIENDS WEBSITE!
First of all, if you’ve been purchasing your medications directly from us, thank you!
When you do so, you get rebates or free doses of preventative medications that lower
your cost close to the price of on-line sources, without having to spend time on-line
searching for what you want and creating accounts with the supplier you choose. We
will continue to spend the time and effort to help you get exactly what you need in
person, without limitations as to minimum order amounts or shipping delays.
We do have another option for you though. If you like the ease and convenience
of ordering on-line but worry about the drawbacks, we have a solution for you. Visit our
website, www.bestfriendsvet.com, and follow the link to Pet Portals’ on-line store, where
you can purchase pet medications, special diets and over the counter projects just as
you can from Fosters and Smith and other websites.
The FDA has received so many reports of counterfeit drugs that they specifically
warn consumers to be cautious buying any drug on-line. On-line suppliers don’t always
get their drugs directly from the manufacturer. The more times a drug has been
packaged and resold the more chances there are to substitute a bogus product.
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Get the medication and protection you are paying for! Order your pet’s
medication through us!

